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continue to cut open the wrecked carriages, to searchfor any other,s who may still 'r''-

on board.'
'Surrey & Hampshire Trains officials are inspecting the dannage, and though th,-

won't say for sure, early indication,s suggest that points failure might be to blame.

'lulian Alleck, Surret: Radio News at the Guildford train crash.'

Back at the radio station Hinds picks up from him:

'And there's more news from the scene of that rail crash as soon as we get it.'

Alleck's voice report, hastily set up with precious little time for preparation. cinln

centrated on describing the scene for the listener. He has placed himself clitc
enough to the action to pick up the sounds of the rescue operation, yet not so cll*r
as to interfere with the work of rescuers. His live report has stimulated the ima;:-
nation by adding colour and description to the more factual studio voicer that ';'"ts
broadcast earlier in the bulletin.

The live voicer from the scene gives more opportunity for descriptive, accu:llt
and up-to-date reports than is possible with a studio voicer. Given time, Aile;t
would have liked to include live or pre-recorded 'actuality', such as an inteni;'ry,
with a survivor or rescue worker. His next task will be to gather more facts ;:r
get hold of the chief fire officer or a spokesperson for Surrey & Hampshire Trar-r .

He could either interview them live, or record interviews to be played into his hr*
report.

The main difficulty with location interviews is that it might not be possibi*
to edit them, so there is little leeway for mistakes. Increasingly, journalists ;:r
going out into the field with laptop computers with sound-editing facilities. Th:s

allows them to edit on location and file the story by email. Alternatively report.rs
have mobile phones with inbuilt MP3 recorders and wireless e-mail: they cer
record audio, do a basic edit, then attach it to an email and send it back to i:e
station.

Note that Alleck ended his report with an SOC, a standard outcue (payofr| Trts
is more than simply a neat way to round off a report, it promotes the fact that ue
radio station has a reporter live at the scene and heightens the impression of t-"i:
station's news power.

In this case, the newsreadel Hinds, follows the live report with aback annowtc t'
ment (back anno). This is a further piece of signposting and promotion, letting th:
audience know that if they stay tuned they will hear more on the story.

If Alleck had had more time to take in the situation, Hinds could have conducte.;

a Q & A (question and answer) session with him, interviewing him live about th:
story to get more details. To make sure he is not caught out by a question for whicL
he does not have the answer, the reporter will usually provide the list of questioni
for the presenter to ask. This helps the flow without detracting from the impressio:
of spontaneity.
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Figure 18.3 BBC local radio stations share buses such as this which acts as a learning and contri-
bution centre for listeners, and as bases from which TV and radio reporters can file stories back to
base via satellite. (Courtesy: BBC/Peter Stewart)
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Inlerview

Radio stations frequently intemrpt their schedules to provide on-the-spot cor
of major breaking news, and Alleck is asked to give his next live report as sct{ill

he has enough information.
By 3.15 his gopher, a student who is getting work experience in the neu

and hoping to break into radio, has come up with a witness to the crash. The rr

was out walking her dog along a footpath less than 300 metres from the

She is shaken, but seems almost relieved to be interviewed and unburden
of the things she has seen.

Alleck weighs up whether she is too unsteady to be interviewed live, but sbc

intelligent and articulate, and he thinks with careful handling she will cope..

decides to take a chance. Contacting the studio he tells the producer of the afte
programme to stand by.

A speech-heavy station is likely to have
gone 'open ended' with this story by
now. The presenter on air is likely to
have a journalistic background and will
have dropped music, competitions and
many other features to have continu-
ing coverage of the story. This will
be helped by having a co-presenter in
the studio, who will be another voice
for the increasing amount of informa-
tion to be read out. 'Double heading'
also makes it easier for the producer
of a show such as this: they can give
directions or information to one presen-

ter while the other is speaking, and vice
versa. This information will either be
via the off-air intercom system (talk-
back) or on a TV screen in the studio
('visual talkback').
What's included in this new format
could be:

o Calls from eyewitnesses (which
could be edited and then re-broadcast
in news bulletins).

o Continual updates and recaps of
what's happened and the emergency
number.

A music-based station may deal
such an event differently. It's wronE
presume that it would simply have '

coverage' without looking at the
why this might be so.

In the main, it's cheaper for a

based station to attract a bigger audi
than it is for a speech-based one

News provision is labour intensive"
the more there is, the more staff
need (and the more they need to be
rienced in areas such as broadcast
and that reduces the profits for a

station (which are mainly co
based and answerable to

The majority of commercial m

stations are also targeted towards
younger demographic than speech
(see earlier), and station managers clai

that in the main, the younger somec

is, the less interested they are in
and events.

So, the station's newsteam (which,t
this time of day may be down to a sim-

gle person) will simply be less able m
cope with the sudden and unexpectofi
demands a story such as this will plarc
on it, and may instead extend existing

(Continued'h



Frtra travel news (not only of the
:rain services through the region but
:1so the potential knock-on effect on
the roads near the crash scene)
Rail experts - perhaps surmising on
:orv this crash could have happened,
::le layout of the tracks at this junc-
:ion. they type of trains and their
.at'ety record
i ive reports from the reporter at the
,,-ene, the hospital and so on.
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news bulletins, add extra headline
sequences, take witnesses live to air,
rather than go 'open ended'.

Arguably journalists at such stations
can employ more tenacious tactics to get
the story, because they start at a poten-
tial disadvantage. For example, it's not
unknown for a reporter without the right
equipment to transmit from the scene of
an incident, to talk their way into the
home of a nearby resident which over-
looks the scene, and describe what's
happening with nothing more than a

mobile phone and a set of binoculars . . .

all from a listener's back bedroom!

- :3i-generated content is the name given to the material that is submitted to radio
...i TV stations by the listeners and viewers. Traditionally the media went and
, -ght the views of those who consumed its fare. Then radio was revolutionized

', .:h the phone-in programme and suddenly almost anyone who had something to
, ;'. Could say it (even if it wasn't that interesting!) Now the public submits feedback
., j photos, texts, emails and video to stations via websites or straight to the on-air
,:-dio.

There's still some processing of the material that needs to take place. Some
:lltions have employed an 'audience editor' to trawl the flow of information for

,g-sets which could make news, and then checks the material is accurate and
, -itable for broadcast.

In this scenario, listeners including some of the train's passengers have sent still

':d moving pictures taken on their mobile phones, to the station's website. Once
:recked these can be put on-line in a gallery for others to see, and the best ones

:i:'rt to the 'parent'TV newsroom for possible inclusion in an on-air broadcast.
The latest information gathered from his colleagues in the newsroom has just

:een texted to Alleck's mobile phone. He incorporates this into a cue which he
r:ngs out on his notebook PC and sends it back to the newsroom computer, again
,,a the mobile. As soon as it appears on the screen in the studio, the producer tells
:-m to stand by to go live, and moments later, the presenter is reading the cue for
:-s second report.

'.Wore news on the Guildford train crash now. Two trains have collided just outside
Guildford stdtion on the London line, killing four passengers ctnd injuring others.'

'Our reporter Julian Alleck is at the trackside now. Julian . . .'

I.A. 'Thankyou. Withme is Petra Cavanaghfrom Guildford, who saw the crashwhen
she was oti walking her dog near the railw*ay line . . . What did you see?'
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P.C. 'I was walking Lucy, my Dalmatian, along the footpath, quite close to the trtitr.
really, when I saw the London train coming, some way in the distance. At the sot,ti

time I could hear another train behind me. I didn't think anything of it because ;i'.i

railway line hcLs two tracks at this point, and . . . and one just assumes, of course. rii::
the trains are on dffirent lines.'

'Then the northbound train passed where I wcts standing and gcre a terrific bh,r
on its hooter; then there was afrantic squealing of brakes and I . . . I suppose I reali-t:
then, just . . . before they hit, that they were both on the same line. It was really q;.t;:"-

appalling. One could do nothing to stop it.'

J.A. 'What happened when they collided?'

P.C. 'Well, you understand, I . . . could only see the back of the Guildford train. r,;
there was a simply dreadful noise, like a . . .like ct shotgun going offby one's ear, tktr,
the train seemed to lift for a moment, and, vety slowly it seemed, the caniages bet,;*",

to come off the track, one to the lejl and one to the right, until they came to rest. O',t

was just rooted to the spot. I mean, one couldn't believe one's eyes.'

J.A. 'What did you do next?'

P.C. 'Well, L. . I suppose one shouLd have called for an ambulance, but, er. ;i.i
extraordinary thing . . . that, er, that didn't enter my mind. I ran to the taitt, ;"';
when I got there I realized how much more badly damaged the other train . . . er. :''"t'

southboLtnd train, that is . . . was, if you follow me.'

J.A.'What didyou see?'

P.C.'It was really rather too horrible. The, er, the twofront coaches were cruskt;
together, very badly; I pity anyone who was inside. The other coaches u)ere on rlt€;r

sides. Fromfarther back passenger,s were opening the doors and starting to clanti:t "
out The side of the train had become the roof, as it were. They were having to jum:
down on to the track from quite a height. Some of them were quite badly hurt. It's ;
wonder nobody was electroctfied.'
'I must confess, I'd been standing therefeeling quite sick, andwhen the people star;i:
to come out, I remembered myself, tied Lucy up so she wouldn't wander on ro iit;
track, and set to helping the people down.'

J .A. 'How long was it before the ambulances aruived? '

P.C. 'I really can't say. We were all so busy just helping people out. Others had coli;
by then, from the homes nearby, and I sent one of them back to fetch blankets ar;
another to get some ladders. I can't say I noticed the ambulances arrive.'

I.A. 'Thank you. Petra Cavanagh who organized the rescue from the trains until ti.z

emergency sentices could anive.'
'The deathtollfromthe crashcurrently stands atfour,withtwelvepeople seriou:''

injured. If the same accident had happened in the evening rush hour when thost
carriages were more densely packed, the figures could have been far worse.'
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'As I speak, rescue workers are checking the wreckage of the forward coaches to
see if anyone is still trapped. It looks as thoLtgh ilte line will be out of actionfor quire
some time.'

'Julian Alleck, Surrey Radio News at the Guildford train crash.'

Tlnnk you Julian. And we'll be going back to the ,scene of that crash, later in the
programme.'

Julian's next live report comes at twenty to four. By then two more passengers have

been freed from the wreckage, both seriously injured. Work is going on to clear
the line.

The newsroom contacts Alleck to tell him the Surrey & Hampshire Trains press

office in London is now investigating the possibility that a points failure was to
blame for routing the southbound train on to the northbound line. But at this stage,

the company will not be interviewed about it. The news editor wants Alleck to get

hold of a rail official at the scene and put the question to him live. This Alleck does,

but the official is, understandably, not very forthcoming.
The interview adds more depth, permits a further exploration of a story and

gives an opportunity for informed comment. Standard radio news interviews vary
in length depending on house style. Between 90 seconds and about 3 minutes
is almost standard, though those on extended news prograrnmes may run a little
longer. Live interviews, which are seldom as concise as edited ones, may also be
longer although the 'rule of thumb' is to keep speech-inserts only as long as the
average song . . . about 3 minutes.

rh,E,*''SClip

The most newsworthy quote from an interview is usually edited from it to provide
a short illustration to go with the story in a later bulletin. This would be about the
same length as a voicer - some l5-2O seconds - and is known as a clip, cut or
insert. Clip or cut because it is an extract cut from an interview, and insert, because
it is inserted into the bulletin. The cue will give the facts of the story, and the insert
will develop them with explanation or comment.

Surrey Radio's 4 o'clock news is due on air shortly, and Hinds is extending the

bulletin to make way for another full report from the scene. Bulletins are a good
place to summarize the latest information and use the best bits of the interviews
gathered so far.

Alleck's report will incorporate clips from the interviews with the witness and
railway official. These are being edited by journalists in the newsroom from
recordings of the two live interviews. These are known as ROTs (recording of/off
transmission). The edited clips will be played in from the studio.

In addition, Alleck is asked to do a short live interview with a rescue worker.
The report is complicated by playing in items from two separate locations and the
timing is crucial.
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Pockoge

The 4 o'clock programme begins with a menu headed by the following teaser:

'TheGuildfordtraincrash...Fourdie,fourteenctreinjurerl ...surrey&Hampshire
Trains say points failure could be to blame . . . a witness clescribes the crash . . .'

After the rest of the menu, perhaps on one other top story and a short wearhe:
forecast, Hinds begins the lead story:

'Rescue teams are working to free passengers trapped in the wreckage of two trains
which have collided outside Guildford station. Four people are clead and fourteer;
injured after the 1.18 fromWaterloo collided head-on with the Lonclon-bound 12.5:
from Portsmouth Harbour minutes after it left Guildford station. Both trains had beeri
routed on to the same line. Suney & Hampshire Trains say a points failure may be tc,

blame.'
'For the past hour and a half rescue teams have been working to free passengers

trapped in the wreckage and efforts are now being made to clear the line. Our reporter
Julian Alleck is at the scene of the crash . . .'

(Live)

'The combined speed of the two trains was thought to be in excess of 70 miles an hour.
The impact twisted together the front car:riages of each, killing the drivers instantlr.
Firemen with cutting tools are still trying to separate the trains. In all, six passenger:
were trapped in the front compartment of the London train. Two were killed in the
crash and the other four were pulled out injured, but alive.,

'Petra Cavanagh from Guildford saw the crash happen:,

(Recorded)

'The northbound train passed where I was standing ancl gave a terrific blast on ir:
hooter; there was afrantic squealing of brakes and I . . . It was really quite appalling
one could do nothing to stop it. Therewas a simply dreadful noise, like a shotgun goirt,,
offby one's ear, then the train seemed to liftfor a moment, ancl, very slowly it seemeti.
the carriages began to come offthe track, one to the left ancl one to the right, until the,,
came to rest. one was just rooted to the spot. I mean, one couldn't believe one,s eyes.

'It was really rather too horrible. The twofront coaches were crushed together.
very badly; I pity ctnyone who was inside. The other coaches were on their sides. Fron:
farther back passengers were opening the doors and starting to clamber out. The sicle
of the train had become the roof, as it were. They were having to.jump down on to tlte
track from quite a height. Some of them were quite badly hurt. It's a **onder noborl.,
was electrocuted.'

(Live)

'In charge of the rescue operation is chief fire officer Tony stims, who,s with me noq .

Tony, how badly injured are the trapped passengers?,

r
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'Several of themwere quite seriously hurt. Luclq to be aliye I would say. I'm
surprised only two passengers died in the impact ond more weren't badly injured.'

'Was it a difficult operation, freeing them?'
'More delicate than dfficult, OK, obviously we had to take a lot of care with the

cutters that we didn't injtte anyone further.'
'You're trying to separate the trains now and clear the track. How do you plan to

do that?'
'Well, we've had lifting gear standing byfor the pastforQ minutes, but we couldn't

use it until we were sure everybody was out of the train. The first thing we want to do
his haul them off the track, so the railway boys can get the trains running again.'

'How long will that take?'
'Half an hour. Maybe more, maybe less. Dfficult to say.'
'Thankyou. Chief fire officerTony Stims. Suney & HampshireTrains is launching

an inquiry into this accident, but says first indications are that points failure may be
to blame. This was confirmed earlier by the spokesman here at the scene, John Turbot:'

(Recorded)

'Obviously we're investigating; it could only really be points failure, beyond that I
can't say at this stage.'

'You mean a faulty points operation directed the London train on to the wrong
track?'

'It's still too soon to be sure but that appears to be correct, yes.'
'How could that happen?'
'Well that's what we ye got to find out. It's really a matter for an inquity.'
'Do you suspect an equipment failure or an operator eror?'
'l'm sony but as I've already said, that's amatterfor an inquiry.'
'Has the problem now been rectified?'
'Yes.'

'Then you must know what caused it.'
'We've got a good idea, yes, but as I told you, it's for the inquiry to make the final

decision.'
'Four people have lost their lives this afternoon. If you're planning to open the

line again today, what assurances can you give commuters that the problem had been
solved and won't happen again?'

'Well let me correct you. We intend to get the train,s running but on adjacent tracks
which were not damaged in the accident.'

(Live)

'Surrey & Hampshire Trains' spokesman John Turbot. Services between Guildford
and London are expected to resume within the next hour.

'Julian Alleck, Surrey Radio News at the Guildford train crash.'

(Back in the studio)

'And a phone line has opened for anyone who may hctve had a friend or relatiye on
either ofthose trains. It is ... etc.'

As soon as the bulletin is over, Alleck checks on the talkback that the package
was successfully recorded back at the station, then files again his last paragraph
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Ribbon mikes are bi-directional. They respond in a figure of eight, pickirg

voices on both sides. They are often used to record studio interviews or discuss

and are placed on a stand or suspended from the ceiling. Most varieties carulo:

used out of doors, as any wind will blow against the ribbon creating a

noise.

A specialized version of ribbon mike is the lip mike used by commentafors.

respond to nearby sounds only and are held against the mouth.

There are two types of moving coil microphone. Some pick up sounds

round. These are omni-directional. Others pick up from in front of the mic

only. These arcuni-directional.Theitpick-uppattetnis described as cardioid I

shaped).
Radio reporters use hand-held microphones of either type' Some

unsuitable because they pick up movements made by the hand. This

noise iskept to a minimum in broadcast-standard mikes.

Stand-mounted uni-directional microphones are usually favoured by newsre

capacitor mikes vary in their response pattern. These are commonly used

television clipped to a tie or lapel.

By using two tie-clip mikes with a stereo recorder you can avoid having to $l

a microphone under your subject's nose. This is useful for longer intervieu's

where the interviewee needs to be put at ease'

Using portoble sound recorders

Digitol recorders

mikes

Digital recorders transcend old-fashioned analogue tape machines in three impcm-

tanl ways: they are smaller, the sound quality is better and they are also generai[y

cheapei. It is possible to make CD-quatity recordings on hardware that is a fractiim

of the price and the size of the excellent, but now redundant BBC workhorse. fuc

UHER portable reel-to-reel machine.

Most radio stations use flash-card recording devices, using microchip memt:rry

built into cards no bigger than a stick of gum oI the sort you would use in 1'oum'

digital camera.

th"r" aremanymakes andmodels available; each stationuses differentmachiner

depending on cost and the recommendations of their engineers. Even BBC stations

are not consistent in what their reporters use.

The basics remain the same though: tens of hours of recorded audio can he

compressed onto a single computer card; often an LCD screen allows you to ed$

in the field, saving valuable studio time; sometimes a special interface permim

reports to be transmitted directly to ail in studio quality along a special digitifi

phone line.
Solid state means no moving parts to wear out, no motors to add weight and no

tape to deteriorate and flash cards can be re-recorded on hundreds of thousands 
"'il

times up to 100,000 times.
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ir+r1,a the inlerview

The way you hold a microphone, even the way you sit or stand to conduct an

interview, can have a crucial effect on the quality of your final recording. As can
the background noise and ambience of your surroundings.

- ' ; )p fhe room

Not all rooms are ideal for interviewing. Bare walls and wooden surfaces can
produce a 'bathroom'effect. This can sound worse on tape than it did to you at the
time, because the brain compensates for its surroundings. If the room is likely to
echo, ask to do the interview somewhere else.

Failing that, if you close the curtains and both stand to do the interview facing
into them, that can help dampen down reflected sound.

If there are no curtains, standing and facing a corner of the room will cut the
echo a little, and close mike operation will help some more. You could even drape
coats over the backs of chairs to provide a screen to help to dampen reverberations,

Never record across a table. You will have to stretch too far with the microphone
and risk one of you being off-mike; the polished surface will reflect sound back in
the form of echo. Perhaps just as important is the fact that if you are stretched out
in supplication across your subject's executive desk you can hardly be seen to be in
control of the interview! You will need to winkle your high-powered interviewee
out from behind her desk and sit next to her.

- -" - )'wifh distrocfions

If there is a phone in the room, ask if it can be taken off the hook to prevent it ringing,
and if there is noisy air conditioning, find out if that can be turned off during the
interview. Mobile phones need to be turned off rather than merely switched to
'mute': the radio frequency used will interfere with your recording.

The mike is more conscious of distracting noises than you will be. While you
are concentrating on your interview, the mike will be getting on with its job, which
is to pick up any sounds in the room.

If your interviewee has beads that rattle or a coat that rustles, ask her to take
them off. The same goes for papers that flap or a clipboard that gets between the
person and the mike. Few interviewees ever complain about being asked to disrobe
(within reason!) if they are politely but clearly told why. Make a joke of it if it
helps.

Lp fhe vicfim

Next, arrange both you and your victim in a sensible recording position. One
problem with the hand-held mike is that the user needs to invade the other person's
physical space to get a decent signal. In body language terms, this invasion of space

only takes place normally when people are fighting or being intimate. so expect
some natural apprehension on the part of the interviewee and to feel uncomfortable
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Figure 19.3 Where it all begins - the microphone. Take up the excess slack on the cable u
tugging at the connection into the mic or into the recorder. Hold the mike firmly but lightly
your fingers still, tilt the mic at whoever is speaking. (Andrew Boyd)

yourself at first. At this point, plenty of confidence, alittle charm, a ready s

well-brushed teeth and a good deodorant are the repofter's most valuable asseti'
A comfortable distance for normal conversation is with faces around a

apart. To record an interview without having to keep moving your mike arm.
will have to shoften that gap. Arrange your chairs in an 'L' shaped pattern, so $
you sit down your knees are almost touching. Other than standing up to concl
the interview, this is the most effective alrangement for the use of a hand-
microphone.

Mike hondling

Seemingly inexplicable clicks and bumps on a recording can often be traced
handling noise from the microphone.
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Figure 19.4 News producers simply choose which news clips they want for their bulietin, and

Jow.nload them from a central sile. (.Courtesy: 107.8 Radio Jackie, Peter Stewart')

Hand-held mikes should be gripped firrnly but not tightly and fingers should be
kept still, as any movement can often be picked up as handling noise.

If you have a ring on your microphone hand, remove it before the interview, as

mikes are particularly susceptible to the small scraping sounds that a ring might
make. Also remove any bracelets.

Take up any excess slack in the mike cable by looping it around your hand. This
prevents loose cable bumping against the floor or furniture, which can cause clicks.

It is important not to stretch the cable so tightly that you tug at the connection
rnto the recorder or the point where the cable enters the mike. These two electrical
!-onnections form the weakest part of the cable. It is easy to cause an electrical click
on the recording or damage the connection by pulling at the lead.

Reporters' microphones typically work most effectively about 25 cm from the

mouth, Don't worry, you don't have to lug a ruler around with you. If you spread
r our fingers and place your thumb on your lips, then the mike should be held just
beyond your little finger. But mikes vary, and the only sure way to get the best
performance is to experiment.

Beware of stuffing the microphone under the interviewee's nose. If it is that close
she is likely to go cross-eyed, and an out of focus microphone windshield looks
remarkably like a balled fist and has about the same effect on composure. Tuck the
mike under her chin and out of direct line of vision.
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The levelcheck

Next, you need to take your levels. Make sure you are both sitting as you *1il[

be during the interview and that your interviewee is comfortable. Now check 1.rn

are holding the mike at an equal distance between yourself and your intervienac;

unless one of you has a louder voice. If so, you will need to move the mike urmill

the levels are balanced.

Then get both your voices 'on the record'. Ask your interviewee something

herself which is irrelevant to the interview to help her relax, like where is she

on her holiday, what does she think of the weather, or does she have any h'

Avoid stock questions like: 'What did you have for brealcfasl?' An expe

interviewee will be bored stiff with that one.

once you have taken the sound check and adjusted the levels make sure you li
back to it. A flickering meter is not always proof that a recording is being m

Then 1og the recording. This is a simple precaution in case it gets lost, mislaid

confused with another. Give the name of the interviewee and the time and d't

'Interview with John Smith, April Fool's Day, Whenever.'

This takes practice and it can help to wear discreet headphones while you

recording so you can monitor the sound.

If youi interviewee leans backwards or forwards, feel free to break off the i

view and politely explain that she must sit as she was when the level check s

made, or volunteer to retake the level with her sitting in her new position. N

nod instructions or gesticulate at interviewees, it only confuses and worries

Stop and explain the problem (unless you are live!)'

Aufomatic level control versus manual

But why bother with level checks at all? Most recorders will set them for

automaiically. It works like this: recordings made at too high a level (volume)

distort. Automatic systems keep signals below distortion point, and when thel'

too low they cut in and boost the signal upwards.

Adjusting the recording levels manually gives you more control and

ative freedom. You can use your professional judgement to choose

Having set your levels you shouldn't need to adjust them any more on )
recorder. Instead, compensate for small changes in volume by moving your m

to perfectly match different circumstances, instead of passing control to

-u"hirr", whose systems were designed to cope with ideal conditions.

Another drawback to some ALC systems is the problem of surge, or

which can happen when there is a pause in speech and the ALC hunts for sound

boost the levels. Ifthere is a lot ofbackground noise, such as traffi.c, or clatteri

in a noisy canteen, the ALC will surge this forward whenever the person s

into the microphone pauses for more than a moment.

Sometimes it is also possible to hear an ALC system stepping in to hold

the volume of a recording, because the level will dip momentarily'
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None of these problems can occur with a manual recording that is corectly
monitored, but having to monitor levels means your attention is divided between the
recorder and your interviewee. Using ALC means you can save your concentration
for the most critical element of the interview - the questions. If you must use ALC
do so under perfectly quiet conditions. A better solution is to set the levels manually
and monitor them by listening on headphones.

'lnfoin eye confacf

While the recording is under way, don't keep glancing at the recorder or your
notebook; this can be disconcerting for your subject and can break the rapport you
have established.

A video ofjournalism students recording an interview revealed how little real
communication there was once the all-important eye contact had been broken. One
student divided his time between looking at the recorder, fiddling with the levels
and trying to read his spidery hand-written questions. As soon as he looked away,
his interviewee's eyes also wandered and before long the interview had drifted off
the track as concentration was broken.

:-d finolly ...

After the interview, always remember to check the recording has come out
before leaving your interviewee. A quick retake there and then can save a lot
of embarrassing explanations later.
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Few raw interviews appear on air without some form of editing - live interviews
are the obvious exception. But where an interview has been pre-recorded, and time
permits, the reporter will usually want to tighten it up and trim it to the required
length.

Just as important is editing out irrelevant questions and statements to throw into
focus comments that are newsworthy. You may also want to alter the sequence of
questions and answers to point up a sffong angle that emerged during the interview

Finally, recordings are usually fine edited to give them polish by removing
hesitation, repetition and intrusive background noise, such as a passing lorry or a
ringing phone.

Editing has four main functions:

o To reduce length
o Remove unwanted material
o Alter the sequence of recorded material
o Permit creative treatment

If your brief is to produce a 3-minute interview with a Maori leader about his
claim to land rights and you return with 7 minutes, then, unless the material is
stunningly good, 4 minutes will just have to go.

The best part of the interview might be at the beginning, so the last 4 minutes
can be chopped.

Or the best parts could be the answers to the first, third, fifth and seventh
questions, so the others will need to be edited out.

On second thoughts, those answers might sound better in a different order, so the

unwanted sections should be cut out and the rest edited into a different sequence.

Lastly, you may want to add a creative touch by beginning the item with a piece
of Maori tribal music. This will have to be blended in afterwards to fade under the

opening words of the tribesman. This is known as a cross-fade. But it still has to

be included in that overall3-minutes.
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'You con't see lhe join'

The principle of editing is simple, but the practice takes longer to master. The rur

to leave the finished recording sounding completely natural, as though noboJi
come within a mile of it. A good edit should be like a good wig. The join sh:

be invisible.
The first rule of editing is that the finished product must make sense. Ha;

sentences in half and joining non-sequiturs is not so much editing as butcher:-ttrg;

Second, the editing must be in sympathy with the subject's speech pattelftii.
good edit will never leave the voice dangling on a rising note, as the sentence

sound unfinished and unnatural. Instead the edit should be made during a p

and following a natural downturn in the voice. Commas, full stops, and other;
tuation points form natural pauses and are usually the best places to make the

Where exactly the edit is made within that pause is also important. The ;
will end with an intake of breath before the next sentence. The edit shouri
made after that breath, but in the split second before the speaker statrs to ufiir
next word.

That breath will then sound as though it belongs to the word after the edir
won't be able to hear the join.

Obviously the final word on the recording should not be followed by a paur
a breath, as this would sound as though the speaker had been cut off in full tl;

Figure 20.1 Basic on-screen editing: highlighting the section that is to be edited, altered or

(Peter Stewart/BBC)
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The following shows how a reporter would edit a section to produce a clip for
a news bulletin. The words in capitals are the ones the reporter will keep, while
the rest are edited out. Read the whole passage though, then just read the words in
capitals.

ldifing o 3}-second bulletin clip

Reporter: 'OK. So what we need now is for you to explain that again so I can record
it. So . . . we're recording - what will you be telling the council?'
Councillor: 'Well, whenwe get together tonight, what I'll be wanting to know is/WHY
WEREN' T RESIDENTS TOLD THEIR HO MES WERE LIKELY TO FLOO D AT HIGH
TIDE?/I mean, nobody had any idea this would happen,nvHY DID THE PLANNERS
LETTHIS DEVELOPMENT GO AHEAD INTHE FIRST PLACE, FOR GOODNESS
SAKE?/I mean, this is what we pay them for isn't it?/WHY WEREN'T THE NECES-
SARY CHECKS MADE - ANDhtho is going to pay for it? - That's the imporranr
one,/IUST WHO IS GOING TO PAY FOR THE DAMAGE? ONE THING'S FOR
SURE, IT SHOULDN'T BE THE RESIDENTS, AND THEY'RE THE ONES WHO
ARE HAVINGTO PAY RIGHT NOW./The ...'
Reporter: 'Have you . . .? Sorry . . .'
Councillor: 'No, go on.'
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Figure 20.2 Introducing a second track so music can be dipped under speech. (.Peter Sterart/BBC)


